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ABSTRACT

In this technical report, we describe our submission to the DCASE
2024 Challenge Task 4: Sound Event Detection with Heteroge-
neous Training Data and Potentially Missing Labels. Our approach
leverages a Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN) ar-
chitecture enhanced with pre-trained BEATs embeddings to per-
form robust sound event detection. To effectively utilize different
sources of data, we integrate scene information to enhance event
detection performance through multi-task learning. Additionally,
we address the challenge of partially missing labels by employing
a semi-supervised strategy that combines the mean teacher model
with pseudo-labeling to improve performance. Our final ensemble
system achieves a PSDS1 score of 0.545 on the DESED validation
set and an mpAUC score of 0.759 on the MAESTRO real valida-
tion set. These results highlight the efficacy of incorporating scene
information and semi-supervised learning strategies in sound event
detection tasks with heterogeneous and incomplete datasets.

Index Terms— DCASE, sound event detection, semi-
supervised learning, multi-task learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Sound event detection (SED) involves identifying and localizing
sound events within an audio recording. The objective is to provide
both the event class and the event time boundaries, accommodating
the presence of multiple, overlapping events. This task is particu-
larly challenging as it requires leveraging training data with varying
annotation granularity, including differences in temporal resolution
and the presence of soft or hard labels.

In this year’s DCASE challenge task4, systems are evaluated
on labels with different granularity to gain a comprehensive under-
standing of system behavior and assess robustness across various
applications. One of the key challenges is the differing target classes
across datasets, where sound labels present in one dataset may not
be annotated in another. Consequently, systems must handle poten-
tially missing target labels during training and perform effectively
without knowing the origin of the audio clips during evaluation.

To address these challenges, our approach integrates scene in-
formation to enhance event detection performance through multi-
task learning. By incorporating scene context, we aim to improve

the system’s ability to generalize across different environments.
Furthermore, to tackle the issue of partially missing labels, we em-
ploy a semi-supervised strategy that combines the mean teacher
model with pseudo-labeling. This approach allows us to utilize both
labeled and unlabeled data, ultimately improving the performance
and robustness of our SED system.

2. DATASETS

DESED. The DESED dataset [1, 2] comprises 10-second audio
clips recorded in domestic environments or synthesized to simu-
late such settings, focusing on 10 sound event classes derived from
AudioSet [3]. It includes a weakly labeled training set with 1578
clips, an unlabeled in-domain training set with 14412 clips, and
a synthetic strongly labeled set with 10000 clips. Additionally,
we incorporate 3463 strongly-annotated audio clips from AudioSet
Strong [3], which shares the same sound event classes as DESED.
MAESTRO real. The MAESTRO real dataset [4] consists of ap-
proximately 3-minute real-life recordings from 5 acoustic scenes.
It was annotated using Amazon Mechanical Turk, allowing for the
estimation of soft labels based on multiple annotator opinions.

Due to the differing event classes in these datasets, we employ
a method consistent with the official baseline during training to map
or mask the class labels accordingly.

3. METHODS

3.1. Data preprocessing

All audio recordings are resampled to 16 kHz and converted to
mono. We extract log-mel spectrograms as acoustic features, uti-
lizing 128 mel bands. The Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) is
computed with a window size of 2048 and a hop length of 256. The
frequency range is set between 0 Hz and 8000 Hz.

To enhance the robustness of our model, we apply data aug-
mentation techniques such as mixup [5] and SpecAugment [6].
Mixup involves combining pairs of audio samples and their corre-
sponding labels to generate new training examples, which helps im-
prove the model’s generalization. Notably, mixup is performed only
within the same dataset (e.g. only within MAESTRO and DESED).
SpecAugment is applied to the spectrograms, introducing random
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Figure 1: Structure of multi-task learning for scene and event de-
tection. Panel (a) illustrates the fundamental multi-task learning ar-
chitecture, while panel (b) demonstrates the architecture enhanced
by concatenating scene information.

time and frequency masking to prevent overfitting and improve the
model’s ability to handle various acoustic conditions.

3.2. Semi-supervised learning

To address partially missing labels, our approach combines the
mean teacher method with pseudo labeling. Initially, we employ
the mean teacher method [7]: training a student network on a com-
bination of labeled and unlabeled data, updating its parameters pe-
riodically to match those of a slowly updated teacher network. Sub-
sequently, we generate pseudo labels from the trained model and
utilize them in the subsequent stage to further train the model. This
iterative process helps leverage the benefits of both consistency reg-
ularization through mean teachers and the additional information
provided by pseudo labels, enhancing the robustness and perfor-
mance of the model in semi-supervised learning scenarios.

3.3. Multi-task learning

Apart from the challenge of missing labels, heterogeneous datasets
present additional obstacles such as domain shifts and varying event
distributions. To address these issues, we employ multi-task learn-
ing for scene and event detection.

The MAESTRO real dataset encompasses recordings from five
distinct scenes: cafe/restaurants, city centers, grocery stores, metro
stations, and residential areas. While the DESED dataset lacks ex-
plicit scene attributes, we categorize its data based on event char-
acteristics into a generalized scene category, ‘home’. Recognizing
the inherent relationship between scene and event information, we
aim to leverage scene information to enhance event learning and
improve generalization across different datasets. Inspired by the
scene-dependent acoustic event detection proposed in [8], we de-
sign a joint learning framework that integrates both scene and event
information.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, our model consists of three main com-
ponents: (1) a shared audio encoder incorporating CNN and BEATs
embeddings; (2) an event detection branch featuring a BiGRU-
based RNN and an event classifier trained using cross-entropy loss
Lscene; and (3) a scene classification branch comprising a CNN and

a scene classifier trained with an event loss defined as:

Levent = Lsupervised + Lself supervised, (1)

here self-supervised loss represents the consistency loss in the
mean teacher method. The overall loss is formulated as

Ltotal = Levent + Lscene ∗ α, (2)

Directly employing multi-task learning can aid in distinguish-
ing audio scenes, thereby facilitating the differentiation of various
events. Additionally, we explore the concatenation of scene embed-
dings or probabilities with event embeddings. This approach aims
to leverage scene information to enhance event detection capabili-
ties, enabling the model to benefit from the contextual cues provided
by the audio environment when identifying specific events.

4. RESULTS

Table 1 presents the results of single systems on the DESED and
MAESTRO validation sets. The test results indicates that pseudo
labeling significantly enhances performance, as evidenced by the
improved results in stage 2 compared to stage 1. Moreover, the
incorporation of multi-task learning further boosts performance.
Specifically, the model with scene embedding concatenation (con-
cat emb) achieved the highest scores, outperforming other config-
urations. This suggests that integrating scene information into the
event detection process provides a valuable context, leading to more
accurate predictions across both validation sets. The sum metric,
representing the combined performance on PSDS1 for the DESED
validation set and Seg-mpAUC for the MAESTRO validation set,
consistently increased, highlighting the effectiveness of both pseudo
labeling and multi-task learning in enhancing model performance.

Table 1: Results of single systems on the DESED and MAESTRO
validation sets. The sum represents the total of PSDS1 on the
DESED validation set and Seg-mpAUC on the MAESTRO valida-
tion set.

System MTL Sum DESED MAESTRO
PSDS1 PSDS2 Seg-F1 Seg-mpAUC

baseline - 1.167 0.485 0.754 0.592 0.682
stage1 - 1.199 0.505 0.757 0.599 0.694
stage2 - 1.215 0.516 0.768 0.617 0.699
stage2 basic 1.248 0.524 0.771 0.632 0.724
stage2 concat emb 1.264 0.527 0.775 0.645 0.737
stage2 concat prob 1.249 0.523 0.767 0.636 0.726

Besides, we also provide our final submission system results on
Table 2, including 3 ensemble systems and 1 single systems.

Table 2: Results of final submission systems on the DESED and
MAESTRO validation sets.

System Ensemble Sum DESED MAESTRO
PSDS1 PSDS2 Seg-F1 Seg-mpAUC

1 7 models 1.304 0.545 0.791 0.638 0.759
2 10 models 1.299 0.541 0.790 0.636 0.758
3 20 models 1.292 0.545 0.802 0.635 0.747
4 - 1.264 0.527 0.775 0.645 0.737
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5. CONCLUSION

This report details our submission to the DCASE 2024 Challenge
Task 4 on Sound Event Detection with Heterogeneous Training
Data and Potential Label Absences. Our approach integrates a
Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN) with pre-trained
BEATs embeddings to enhance sound event detection robustness.
Central to our strategy is the incorporation of scene information via
multi-task learning, significantly improving our system’s ability to
generalize across diverse acoustic environments. Additionally, we
addressed label incompleteness using a semi-supervised approach
that combines the mean teacher model with pseudo-labeling, effec-
tively leveraging both labeled and unlabeled data. Our ensemble
system achieved promising results, with a PSDS1 score of 0.545
on the DESED validation set and an mpAUC score of 0.759 on the
MAESTRO real validation set. These outcomes underscore the ef-
ficacy of our methods in handling complex datasets and enhancing
sound event detection accuracy.
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